Terms & Conditions

1. a) SOCCA 15 jackpot game requires customers to correctly predict minimum 13 results from
the total of 15 matches selected on the ticket in a single jackpot competition. Each match
has three options to select: Home (1) ; Draw (X) and Away (2). Prizes will be following:
13 GAMES WON – 5,000 GHc
14 GAMES WON – 100,000 GHc
15 GAMES WON – 3,000,000 GHc
Stake per line is 2 GHc. Total stake is obtained by multiplying stake per line (2 GHc) with
total number of lines.
If any of the matches is cancelled, postponed or abandoned and is not played within 36
hours of the originally scheduled kick off time then it will be voided and the prize will be
recalculated as follows:
For each voided event, the possible winning will be divided to 3.00. For one voided event,
your possible winning will be divided to 3.00 ; For two voided events, your possible winning
will be divided to 9 (3x3) ; For three voided events, your possible winning will be divided to
27 (3x3x3) etc. ; In case of ten or more voided and maximum two lost events on your ticket,
your stake will be refunded.

b) SOCCA DAILY SCORE jackpot game requires customers to correctly predict minimum 3
correct scores from the total of 4 matches selected on the ticket in a single jackpot
competition. Each match has 17 options to select: 1:0 ; 2:0 ; 2:1 ; 3:0 ; 3:1 ; 3:2 ; OHW (Other
Home Win) ; 0:0 ; 1:1 ; OD (Other Draw) ; 0:1 ; 0:2 ; 1:2 ; 0:3 ; 1:3 ; 2:3 ; OAW (Other Away
Win). Prizes will be following:
3 GAMES WON – 5,000 GHc
4 GAMES WON – 100,000 GHc
Stake per line is 3 GHc. Total stake is obtained by multiplying stake per line (3 GHc) with total
number of lines.
If any of the matches is cancelled, postponed or abandoned and is not played within 36
hours of the originally scheduled kick off time then it will be voided and the prize will be
recalculated as follows:
For each voided event, the possible winning will be divided to 8.00. For one voided event,
your possible winning will be divided to 8.00 ; For two voided events, your possible winning
will be divided to 64 (8x8) ; In case of three or four voided events on your ticket, your stake
will be refunded.

2. In case of multiple winners for one category, the prizes will be divided to total number of
winners.
3. Bets can be placed in any of Soccabet’s branches.

4. All jackpot customers are qualified for the 5 Soccabet Instant Jackpots: Diamond, Platinum,
Gold, Silver and Bronze. Any of these jackpots can be won every time a ticket is placed in
one of the Soccabet shops.
5. The jackpot is open to any person aged 18 years or over and resident in Ghana.
6. Wingatebet Limited will consider that Jackpot customers have already read and accepted
Jackpots Terms & Conditions and General Terms whenever a bet is placed.
7. Employees of Wingatebet Limited and their relatives are not eligible to place Jackpots bets.
8. Jackpots bets once placed cannot be cancelled, modified or refunded, it’s the customer’s
responsibility to ensure the bet is placed correctly.
9. Any event placed after the starting time will be cancelled.
10. All Jackpot matches are resulted on the standard 90 minute betting including injury time but
not including extra time or penalties.
11. Wingatebet Limited reserves the right to block any Jackpot event/tournament, without any
explanation. All bets placed on a blocked event/tournament before blocking, will remain
valid.
12. Wingatebet Limited reserves the right to pay customers by cheque, bank transfer, cash or
mobile money.
13. Any complaints, complete with the necessary details for an explanation of the complaint,
must reach the Wingate Limited’s administration office within 30 days of the completion of
the sporting event to which the complaint refers. Any stake exceeding the typical
bookmakers offer parameters can be voided at Wingatebet Limited discretion. All bets
unclaimed 30 days after completion of the last event on the ticket, will be declared
expired.
14. Winners will be asked to provide full identification before any payment is made.
15. All Jackpot winners agree to have their names and photographs used by Wingatebet Limited
for promotional material free of charge.
16. Wingatebet Limited reserves the right to change these Terms & Conditions without notice,
for any reason.
17. Wingatebet Limited’s decisions and ruling are final.

